Report from the core board after meeting with all of the 5 involved. The
original document is reproduced in black, and all my comments are given in
blue and dark blue.
Meeting 12.09.2008
We began with that Lars asked everyone to tell their separate version as detailed and accurate
as they could. He also said that if he felt that not everyone was honest and sincere he would
consider legal steps against.

The incident took place on Sunday morning 07.09.2008. This meeting with all of
the 5 involved, Remote Manager and Head of Core Board - occurred as a result
of that I took contact with the leader of the core board, Tuesday 09.09.2008.
This was the contents of my first email:
Hi Thomas!
Saturday, there was a situation beyond the basement
night as you may already know. Something that
I eventually look very seriously at, in terms
for further well-being of others with students.
In this connection I wish to collect as many as possible
the core board, for a conversation around the ukultur
I have identified and any action that
can be implemented to take it at the root of a
relatively early stage.
There is the further development I fear to the extent
this can continue without some form of reaskjon or
represaliser, where I will get the problem even for
not to have done something with it.
The case is so interesting that the tombs we are talking here thus
about a social responsibility, and consideration for our
with students.

Friday is ideal for my part, such a place
between 13 and 17?

I've passed around at school, throughout Monday, and throughout Tuesday
with a large puffed blue eye, where the cut was so great that I had to sew 5
sting, without even este Head of Core Board - the person who usually is first
informed and get to know this type of incidents, not to have been joined by
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what has happened. Very striking, given that the internal (students in the 4th
and 5th years) I spoke with had all been with him that there had been an
episode of Direksjonsmusikken Musikkens local.
I'll get back to what this may be due.
This I got to answer Wednesday 10.09.2008:
Hi!
It is great to hear that you care about your fellow students well-being. However, I'm going to
have to ask you to be more specific in relation to the situation in the basement you refer to,
and when it happened. And in addition, had it been good to know a little more about who you
are beyond the fact that you have started on the NHH in autumn.
Looking forward to your response on this email:)
Thomas

Here am I surprised about the answer. For the first time I had hard to believe
that the leader of the Core Board still had not heard anything, when the
example G4S guard is required to report the assaults from the vault. At the
same time, I can not understand what more is there Thomas here want to
know about me beyond that I'm a student and what my name is. I know not
what benefit this information has for him in the position he holds, and the
responsibility he is required.
I send my reply the same day:
Hello again!
I refer to a case of gross, unprovoked bodily outside directors musikkens premises to Sunday
night after 0500. Resulting in a puffed up eye, a series of sting and dead skin. It was so brutal
that even the bits of skin had disappeared.
When people linked to the direction the music takes him to freedom,
and act so brutally without any form of provocation or resistance - yes,
when it is no wonder that I'm worried about what the next will be - and who becomes the next
victim?
I do not know what more you want to know,
but I might mention that I have started on the master in finance and administration.
Virtually the entire suit Friday for me really.
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Here I give a detailed description that it has happened, as detailed as one might
expect, and I even mention such an intimate detail that the skin in contact with
air have died and even the skin is gone. The level is so high that there is no
doubt that we are talking about a self-experienced event that despite that
occurred after 0500, where it also mentioned that there is talk about the blind
violence - but ask the Head of the Core Board, nevertheless, about whom this
applies. Clearly an attempt to play dumb, but it works poorly when one is
coming through Nåløyet to be taken up by NHH - and later managed to achieve
NOK trust and recognition to be selected as the leader of the Core Board.
This I got to answer Thursday 11.09.2008:
Ok, this I was actually not aware of. I will check into this and get back to you. It is therefore
to understand that you were eyewitness to what happened? Who are the injured? I would like
to like to talk to both you and the injured tomorrow by twelve once, but time should I come
back to later in the day.
Good with prompt response to this email.
Thomas

I asked initially to meet the full Core Board, which I do not want to believe a
witness to the common requests. In spite of all this is a leading question how
Thomas wants me to be a witness, only to bring injured the day after - as if that
would be a matter of course that I, as a witness should have thorough
knowledge of the injured who would be . It may seem that Thomas is of the
opinion that the injured are not able to write their own emails, and even to
make contact. Core Board is not, and should not be, a body to be afraid to
make contact with.
I reply the same day:
I am the injured.
The person who damaged my eye, called me yesterday,
to lament what happened. He could inform
that it just clicked for him.
We agreed that I would get to meet all over the
Friday, time is not agreed.
All that remained inside the Latecomers are potential
witness. I have full control of who was where, and
may find a witness if this is desirable?
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Thomas never responded to this email. Wednesday called Henrik, after I no
doubt had given my number to the Jonas Sønsteby (also a member of The
Music Company). Henrik wanted to apologize for what had happened, and said
that we would love to be able to meet if I had any desire for this. We agree to
meet on Friday, and by the end of the conversation, I ask what the thinking was
that he got to unprovoked fire me? What thoughts and ideas svirret around in
his head?
It is clear that Henrik will be caught off-guard, for which I am hesitant to get a
quizzical response:
"Was that not a bite?"
It seemed to me that Henrik simply do not remember what happened,
something that is not so strange if you, like most other drank from at 15:00 on
the day. When the alcohol level may have come up on such a high level of 1415 hours that you get trouble remembering everything. There were more than
600 students in the club during reversible Weld's Eve, and that's the most
alcoholic party at NHH (with Welding Even in 2nd place, and Bierstube for 3rd
place) and you'll find that most do not actually remember much of what
happened throughout the night - especially after kl. 0300. Due to utkledning
and costumes were the most in a mood similar to what we know from the
Russian period.
But Henrik has talked with the
Defendant drinking beer 04:27:32 - evidence of a false explanation
others involved, and hearing their
version. During the conversation
there was a forward that we had a
reasonably similar dialect, as
Henrik comes from Vigra, and that
he was on the football training the
same day.
During the meeting there was also
clear that Thomas was the close
friend of Henry, but he could tell
that it actually should not be a
problem. But even I have long
experience from student politics,
right up to the manager, so I simply could not believe my own ears. For some
tydligere case of being incompetent know I will not, so the only Thomas could
have done here was to delegate responsibility to other impartial members of
the Core Board. But he did not. The reason for this is of course that he wanted
the most control over the incident, the best way to assist his close friend Henrik
Molnes - as common practice in previous assaults is exclusion from all student
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activities in a year.
I was from before the meeting start prepared to get a cover story, as Henrik
already on the phone had no hesitantly expressed that there was a bite. I
therefore whole gang opportunity to get to the truth, and not a story they had
prepared in advance. For this reason I asked the Head of the Core Board to get
the command meeting, something he wore on, and as I said at the meeting
start that I would take with me the core board and let those involved get a
minute to decide whether they should go for the true version - which I
otherwise would be to report the incident, and Henrik as guilty by their own
confession in bodily will receive a pleasant meeting with the market. But before
we came so far, could Harald (without consulting with the others) say that it
would not be necessary.
Thomas could tell after the meeting, only to emphasize their incapacity and
self, that it should not be necessary with any review. I had also lost my
confidence in the Core Board, and so really no other opportunity to get to the
truth than the review. I was conscious of that they would be able to include
witnesses who were not directly involved in the matter, and thus get their
version disproved by the remaining in the Rum - where there were other
students with relations to the direction of the music, and students who had
begun the semester and thus in the same situation as me.
The police, however, be surprising NOK have reviewed the case to suggest
there should not be necessary to convene more questioning than to those who
were directly involved in the matter. Something I today do not know when we
are all the way has a bunch, consisting of 5 friends who have gone to the same
school for 5 years in addition to being associated with the same subgroup,
against a new student, where there is an obvious imbalance. The police are
required to terminate the investigation within 90 days in case of bodily. But the
average processing time in the country for 2008 was 118 days and probably
more for Bergen. It took several weeks before an investigator at all was put on
the case, so it is natural to believe that the police have not called in several of
the 11 witnesses I had listed because of time pressure and workload. It is also
possible that the police said they are satisfied after having questioned the
absolute minimum in the case, since Henrik had confessed the damage and
thus confessed legembeskadigelse. But the argument that they believed that
this would be sufficient fall in its own weight, because the Court will present an
extremely one-sided approach of the incident - and the defendant, after all, has
confessed to have caused bodily by a bite, right above that underpins the rest
of their deck history since it is highly unusual to confess something you have
not done. If you look at the outcome of the case, so have the efforts of the
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police far been sufficient to bring the defendant domfelt under section 229 on
the basis of bodily. Prosecutors did not explain the above right the fact that
Henrik is better served by being sentenced to bite another human being, rather
unprovoked kick someone who is forsvarsløs on the ground.
Harald
The incident happened 0545. G4S visited about 0520; all had to be out in the 0600. After the
guards had visited Harald get feedback from the girls on Rum that they felt uncomfortable at
one they took the famous photos. Harald speaks as to Lars at the bar in 3-5 minutes. Lars
Harald asks repeatedly about leaving Rum, something Lars does not know why he must. Jarle
come out to Lars and Harald, Jarle also explains that Lars must be out, but Lars refuses.
Harald and Jarle tries to geleid Lars out of Rum. Lars takes hold of two bark disparage, turn
them against each other and throw them so it's mark on the wall of the Rum.
Harald receives a call from Ragnhild by Lars has gone. She says that she met Lars on the
road, and he asked many questions which she perceived as unpleasant. Ragnhild is so scared
that she runs back to Rum. She goes along with the others in dirmus down to the taxi stand
later.
Harald talks with G4S-guard after the incident is over. Harald show identification and the
attendant a note name.

Harald believe the incident happened in 0545, which corresponds well with my
own view that there was ca. 0530. I do not at any time on the clock, but I
remember that it was a long time since I took the last picture until I got
forespøsel to leave Rum. As the incident took place ca. 0530 + / - 10 minutes.
Here it is important to note that after 0520 at the Harald made aware that it
must have been uncomfortable that I took photos for Latecomers, which is
highly unlikely in itself - because I would have taken photos in 2.5 hours on the
same Latecomers without anyone at any time earlier expressed dissatisfaction
with this.
Harald told the court that we had a discussion for 10 minutes, something he
should remember better 6 days after the incident - which he said that we
talked in 3-5 minutes. In the Court explains both Harald and Jarle that they
both gave me a warning in relation to it to take pictures. They could explain
that I continued to take photos even after repeated warnings, and the reason
was asked to leave the premises. It does not conform with what they tell her
with Core Board present, 6 days after the incident took place.
It was not in the Court explained that I beat bark disparage against each other,
or that it was noticed on the wall - just that I threw bark disparage around me
without hitting someone. Now, I have never thrown a bar stool, and I know not
how much they weigh - but I believe that only the lifting a bar stool will in itself
be a challenge due to the weight. Even more difficult would it be to be able to
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make a mark on the wall, especially if this sign (if it actually exists) is high up on
the wall. And again, what the motivation would have to throw a bar stool in the
wall - if the objective of action is that it will remain in the premises
(Latecomers) the last 15 minutes before all regardless of being thrown out of
G4S guard? One thing is that the deck in its history trying to make it all sound
so dramatic as possible, but honestly speaking - they have to achieve a
minimum of realism in his deck history. But it has NOK hope that people do not
think NOK over there that they realize that nothing add up, and they've been
right so far. If they are correct lucky, they will by force in this case (read the
police, prosecutors and the courts) do not think NOK over the alleged incident
that it sees no reason to proceed with the case for a more legitimate, balanced,
reflective and thorough review.
Harald could further explain in court that he received a message from Ragnhild,
not that she called. The only question I set was the perception she had of what
had happened. Ragnhild runs at no time.
This report (black font) I got sent from Thomas, who obviously have vested
interest in a case he is in the highest degree incompetent. It is important to
have in mind. For the non-forward of the report is that Harald certify that I took
pictures after the guard had been there for 0520, which could not possibly have
been the case since I took the last image at 05:06:34. This will I not allowed to
say anything about the trial. This was emphasized and highlighted in the
meeting, which would have been included in this report if it had a hint of
objectivity. The only thing that comes with in this report is: "Very much talk about
the times for image tagning".
In his explanation Harald says nothing about something as significant as how
my injury occurred, or to what extent I should have done something
provocative in advance of the reel / kicked. However, in court, may Harald as
the only witness confirmed that he saw that I beat Henrik. It was not said
anything about which side I met. Asked if he saw that Henrik bit me as an
immediate reaction to the battle, so Harald could tell that there had he not
with him. On a follow-up questions about what could have been a kick, so
Harald could confirm that it could not have been - and justified this with the
fact that he would have been there with him if I went in the floor. I like that it is
very likely that none of the witnesses either saw the battle, or that Henrik bet,
so it is equally unlikely that Harald could have seen the battle and not that
Henrik bet that an immediate response.
This is due to NOK that those involved know that the prosecutors may have
obtained a medical opinion that denies that there could have been a bite,
something that most people who have seen the images to agree to, and then
all 5 convicted of false witness with the explanation punishable on up to 5
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years. They are interested in providing the support Henrik need to drop up to 3
years in prison, but they have been watchful for that they say at least possible
in court that can later be used against them.

Ulrik
Remember that Lars threw two bark missed. Lars takes stranglehold on Ulrik; necklace ryker.

I start the whole meeting to be all to tell their version from the beginning as
detailed and accurate as possible. As we can see from this report that said not
Ulrik large. In court, he was able to tell about 3 "episodes". If you have any
questions about the chronological order, he answered that he did not know in
what order the various episodes occurred.

Henrik
Received a blow in the face, the blackened / clicked completely, and Henrik replied to bite in
Lars surprised. This was still in the Rum, at the piano. Henrik will be pushed out of Harald,
who ask Henrik stay away. Henrik is on TG the rest of the evening.
Henrik has had anxiety the past week, and have tried to find the name to Lars. Did it first on
Wednesday, and contacted Thursday to complain about. Explains that there is no excuse to do
such a thing, and that he has never done anything like this before. Is very sad.

Henrik was the one who would excuse themselves, and who should have the
best knowledge of the events progress. Again, I ask that there be a detailed
review of the incident. To my great frustration as Henrik starts right on the
battle, just as if he has øvd on a story he did not elude him from. Harald said
nice little meeting, and could in no way to give any detailed description of the
incident. Henrik is also referred to as a turbo-drinking on
Direksjonsmusikken.no of other members, so I consider it very likely that
Henrik does not remember anything after drinking up to 14-15 hours at a party
where the flowers of the cheap and free Beverages (25, - per pint in the club). I
have pictures of that Henrik drinking beer, among other things, at 03:49:16 and
04:27:32.
In the Court had Henrik little more to say than what he had 6 days after the
incident. Much comes from that all witnesses receive questions from the
prosecutor, the Court Administrator (judge) and defender. On the question of
which side was defeated Henrik, Henrik, they could not remember which cheek
I met in my kind. I felt right Henrik that it was important to emphasize that it
was a hard blow. He said that there was such a smash that cheek swell day.
It is of course pure fabrication, since he would be able to see which side I met
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in the mirror, he would be able to understand it by taking on an OMT area, and
he wanted to know which side he is on the tender.
Note that Harald in his explanation to the Core Board is not mentions neither
that he pushes away Henrik, or that he brings it into the TG.

Jarle
Noticed Lars several times earlier in the evening, especially because Lars has taken pictures
of "things you usually do not take pictures of." The girls of Rum has responded to this in the
course of the evening. Jarle tried repeatedly to get out Lars, Lars long trying to get in again.
The girls hold the door, Lars gets pocket through dørsprekken. Jarle and Ulrik's outside
together with Lars, Glenn comes from the new toilets. Jarle was not with him that Henrik beit,
but be heard Harald Henrik to get away.

Throughout his explanation in court as Jarle gave expression to be very
comfortable with the lying to the right, whether it should be roll of the foot, roll
the thumbs down or look at the direct questions that resulted in a direct lie
(false). I will assume that both the Court Administrator, and the prosecutor
have been trained to read body language to witnesses, and use this when the
degree of reliability to be evaluated. Some lekdommere not have neither
education or training in, which may help to explain that it was precisely those
who did not understand what actually took place in court. It was also only
lekdommerne who chose to acquit Henrik since they mistakenly (due to the
ambiguous wording of the physician at the reversal of the journal) reviewed
the cut to be small enough so that there was basically no need to sew. But the
number of stitches should be the voice for themselves in relation to injury
omfagn. Minorities, ie sentences of the profession, were of the opinion that the
damage I was inflicted was so great that omfagn Henrik whatever had to get his
punishment.
It was taken all the way "normal" standard festbilder, nothing out of the
ordinary. Notice the small degree of detail explanation contains. Jarle is
obviously with the whole incident, but mentions neither the bar stool-roll off,
that I should have taken the stranglehold on Ulrik, that shirt to Glenn has been
damaged or that I should have Henrik. In a mysterious way he should not have
been with him that Henrik will have beet me. It mentioned nothing about the
blood at any time as a result of the reel / kicked.
I might also mention that I never lost my wallet because I always have it in the
right pocket to promote, which is so in the press that it simply does not fall out
by itself.
Glenn
Glenn would come in after the incident when Lars quarrels about to come in again. Lars takes
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hold of your shirt and t-shirt to Glenn, a few buttons ryker, Jarle take away the hands of Lars,
Lars calm down. All this happens right outside Rum. Glenn has heard that Lars was a warning
not to take pictures.

Glenn argued in court that the trigger occurred ca. at 05:00. He says this
knowing that the last picture I took was at 05:06:34 and with complete
information and understanding of what Harald has said in relation to time, with
the rationale Harald come with for why he is sure of when the incident took
place . Glenn was at the meeting, like all others, and I believe he also has read
this report. It is both unusual and striking that a person so informed about
others' statements, however, insists on saying something to the court that he
obviously can not be sure. This in spite of that he is standing assured that he
would tell the entire truth as a witness in court. The most obvious will be to
think that he is trying to confuse the right of the actual events, while he
describes himself as confident about what actually happened by tidfesta
events.
In the Court explained that I took hold of my throat for Glenn, not the shirt.
Jarle said no that he remove my hands from Glenn, neither at the meeting or in
court. There is not any sense or logic in it at someone to calm him, after being
bitten in the eye, only to grab the shirt of a wild strange coming from the toilet
- and eventually to be completely quiet when a person , which with all its force
and efforts should have done their utmost to throw me out from Rum, use
force to remove my hands from Glenn. In court, it was explained that it did not
happen for some time outside the Rum of violent or provocative art. There is
not any logic in it that a person with a 2 cm long and 1 cm wide cut, bløende as
another pricked pig, should be outside the door and fight to get into again
when the breeze just lock the door and fasten on. Glenn says nothing about
Ulrik (Jarle who stood on the sidelines with), he is not talking about my cut, the
word blood is not mentioned, and it is not said when and how he would have
heard that I got the warning about not taking pictures . Like everyone else, all
of which was given permission to take it all from the beginning and explain the
whole incident, so says Glenn minimum possible, taking only for themselves
what he personally is exposed to, and actually says at least possible.
Summary Dirmus
Dirmus' reason to throw out Lars was that he had taken pictures and filmed as the girls on
Rum found distasteful, and that he refused to listen to the warnings.

It was generally taken pictures in over 2 hours. To the extent that it would be
natural to react to this, so it would have been done on a much earlier time.
Especially since Harald alleged incident took place at 05:45, and the last picture
was taken 05:06:34. Harald claims that I took pictures after 05:20, and
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continued to do this after I should have been more warnings. It just makes it
even more unlikely, that it allows the photos are taken in over 2.5 hours before
you choose to say - when Direksjonsmusikken music is complete and absolute
jurisdiction over his own room, with full opportunity and right to evict anyone,
anytime.
To the extent that girls fear or worry that the pictures will end up in a public
medium, so this is often due to poor experience from earlier and thus said
Monday from the first opportunity. It was consistently used the flash all night,
over 2 hours in a small room, absolutely all of them were aware that the
photos were taken.
I've talked before this incident, an entire night with a Peer of the bachelor level,
who was upset and frustrated with having been thrown out of Rum without
reason. I was actually on my way home around stengetid after a Stub Bier Fest
at NHH, where I meet on this trønder that I happened to meet in the chat with
and exchange mobilnummer earlier with the same evening - even if the
conversation only lasted a few minutes. It was clear that this person, my new
acquaintance, had experienced something frustrende which was seen as a
bloody unfair - and it was clear to me that he really would do well to talk about
the incident with anyone. What did EVICTION extra upsetting was that he
talked with 2 girls, one on each side - when he got permission to leave the
premises, under the pretense that he had thrown beer on the floor. It is not
exactly brilliant sjakktrekk to throw beer on the floor when the goal is to check
up the ladies, and those who still have a need to throw beer on the floor - do
this either in the club or campus where the library is larger, and they have
easier to blend into the crowd. Knowing that I was at school the day after at
08:00, so I let my self get in the second series so that they could speak out
about their frustration in what I will be with him home to Hatle Berg for a
slightly trim "Latecomers "with just us two. The clock passes 06:00 before I go
home. One can therefore not say that Direksjonsmusikken music is modest in
the use of his absolute power, and they have not the habit to come up with
several warnings before they ask someone to leave their premises. There is
however no reason why they should either be patient or understanding above
wild-promoting, as not related to the Company or Company Music Music Old
Friends (Dgv). It is to me incomprehensible that Direksjonsmusikken music at a
party, where the goal is to have fun, to use more than 10 minutes to explain to
me that some in the workplace believe that it is uncomfortable that I take
photos. Nor is it likely that several members engage, and give me more warning
that I need to stop taking pictures, before they actually insert that I am only
going to continue to take photos - and thus decides to resort to force to lead
me out of the room. When I shall have performed respect resolved above
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Direksjonsmusikken music, in their own offices - where it is widely known that
they have absolute and unlimited power, so it is more likely to call G4S guard to
throw me out than to risk that I oppose me a desire to leave the premises which is imminent likely when I already have had to cooperate in the question
if I could stop taking pictures. There is no reason why Direksjonsmusikken
music is not looking at this as a real alternative, when G4S guard only a few
minutes in advance visited and talked with Harald. It is basically very unlikely
that the girls suddenly produces a sense that there still is not good that the
photos are taken - and still feel this so strongly, and is so shy, that they are
submitting to Harald right after the guard had been there with the message
that all should be out within 15 minutes. Where on Harald decide to set aside
10 minutes to take a discussion with me if I can not take pictures on the far end
of the Latecomers. After discussing for 10 minutes, and it is only 5 minutes to
go before all will be out of the building - so must be Harald have chosen to
resort to force to bring me out of the room. No, as seems more likely that
someone in the direction of music (read: Harald) is a bit maktsyk experience
and a personal value in it to use the power they have over Rum. Harald has
only 15 minutes to exercise this power, and collects his vennegjeng as security
if asked to leave the premises should not be positively received. It also has a
deterrent effect, since no high-range of people (ie, all that goes on NHH) goes
off on 5 people right before closing. As a high transient person and student at
NHH, so I also understand this and are pretty quiet and out of time.
It is not normally that would that not be taken more photos, not catered for,
even after several warnings from several people, when you stay in a
Latecomers - knowing that assumption to remain is that they behave within the
scope of can be regarded as acceptable. Especially not in a local, where the vast
majority are members of the Company music and friends of members of the
Company music, all of which were unknown to me. Any intelligent person, and
up and running relationship with humble and calm under such circumstances,
and do not anything that can be perceived as unacceptable or provocative
when one naturally has a desire to stay ahead in the workplace. Furthermore
there are watchful that they do not end up in trouble, when the majority seem
to have a close relationship with each other. Monday will not be anything that
can be perceived, or interpreted in a negative direction - at all - fully aware that
we do not get just one person against him, but almost the whole gang.
Lars
Remember, even taking pictures through the two hours late in the evening, most recently just
over five. Have in general taken pictures throughout the day / evening. After kl. five, it was a
good mood, as it often is in the club and at NHH. No insidious look or obscene comments. Do
not even that he has taken photos for a long time, but told by Harald that he is not required for
Latecomers. Lars goes together with Harald quiet on time. Lars asks why he is not required
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for Latecomers more because he believes he has not done or said anything that provides a
basis to throw him out. Lars and five from Dirmus (Jarle, Harald, Glenn, Henrik and Ulrik)
stands outside Rum and have a dialogue about why he must go. Lars is trying to be buddy
with Harald, keeps him on the shoulder, and trying to persuade to come back. Then fly Glenn
on Lars directly unprovoked; nothing was said or done that gives a basis for this to happen.
He has not tried to get in again on Rum. So is a revolt underway. Lars Henrik kick in
surprised when he lies down. Lars drops two to three times, then the balance is poor as a
result of high volume. Security (G4S) comes shortly afterwards, and take Lars with the TA's
premises. Lars gets a gauze surprised, and go out the back. Meetings Ragnhild on the way
home, and have understanding for her reaction when he was bloody and with gauze, and felt
the shock hurt and confused. Lars asks how such a thing can happen here at NHH. Lars says
that he in no way was threatening to Ragnhild. Lars came home, was considering to go to the
emergency room, but was so full that bed tempted more.
The story about Trønderen on Bierstube told.
Lars talks about drinking pressure on welding and even reversible. Very much talk about the
times for image tagning, Lars ask about the details during the entire session.

This report I got sent from Thomas, the then Head of the Core Board, and the
statement by a close friend of Henry. Thomas should be in the highest degree
enroll incompetent in this matter, but of self-selected to be my contact person
all the way. A contact I have had little time for, and that I have after much
correspondence perceived as strong unpleasant - in spite of all the way that I
have feared the worst on the basis of his close relationship with Henrik. It is in
this respect important to have this in mind when you read the report, then it
can not be said to be neutral, even if the task has been only to reproduce what
was said during the meeting.
I had, among other things, not a problem with fotføre to me, as it made here,
since early in the evening I went over to drink water - then I have no joy of
being, binge, and especially since I am watchful for that I do not drink so much
that I get trouble remembering all the details afterwards. As a 29-year old, and
many years as exterior student, where I constantly have been involved in all of
the parties and social gatherings - so I have long ago learned the art to drink
with moderation. Especially at NHH, which are generally high alcohol
consumption and an obvious long culture and tradition for a lot and cheap
alcohol, so I fit well in to eat at least 500 grams - 700 grams of any food before
taking the trip to vorspiel / club. Reversible preferably even the experience of
highly alcoholic, and dietary habits were the higher, to prevent the alcohol goes
straight into the bloodstream. In my explanation to the police explaining that I
stopped drinking beer around noon, and went over to the water. The time is
01:48:28 I pictured with a glass of water. I was thus a good way to be sober
when the clock approached 06:00, and that I explained to me the police in 4
hours is only with the support of it that my memory and sense of events is very
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detailed and interesting - well Assisted by my near-photographic memory.
As I explained at the meeting, so I did both, and Glenn in the ground because
he goes in the body for me with the purpose to put me in the ground - that can
not be related to the balance sheet. I had of course continued alcohol, like any
other person who has consumed alcohol 6 hours in advance, but that I go in the
ground due solely at Glenn aggressive attack me. Core Board has not followed
as well with my explanation, for after being fired by Henrik - as was the end of
all drama. Henrik's all the way at the sidelines, as part of a semi around me and
Glenn, where Henrik naturally wants to help his good friend Glenn - which prior
notice attack me during my conversation with Harald about the cause that I no
longer desired. Henrik gives us thoughts to kick me in what he sees his average
to hit me without any danger of getting lost in the Glenn, and immediately put
a halt on the whole episode. I will be lying on the floor, seriously wounded and
completely shocked at what I had just experienced - still puzzled at how I had
ended up in this situation, and completely damaged the shock of what my own
fellow students can find to do at their own premises, on their own school. It
was only the distant and totally without reason. Again, try Core Board in its
report to present me as so full that I do not get me to the emergency room,
when I can do just fine to get me home on their own - in spite of the fact that I
had just been my experience to date the most traumatic experience , where I
completely unprovoked and without any opportunity to avoid the incident will
be incurred as a very serious injury. It is only when I get my home that I have
seen how big the cut is, and how serious the situation really has been.
Something that amazed me, as a sober G4S guard had examined the cut - given
me of bandage to stop bleeding, and then just send me home without even
recommend me a trip to the emergency room, call a taxi, or else that would be
natural and expected of a respected and responsible G4S guard. This guard had
already talked with Harald, which may explain the highly uforklarlige, unusual
and incomprehensible situation, dealing with G4S guard. It was only luck that
kicked the shit do not hit me in the tin no, where I probably had dead instantly.
There is also a miracle that I have neither received hjerneblødningen,
concussion, brain drip or stroke as a result of fire. It is also only by coincidence
that I have not been blind in one eye as a result of the fire, and the infection
that occurred afterwards. Back home I realized that here had it syes, and not a
few stitches, either. But that nytilflyttet in Bergen, so I had not the ringeste
idea where I could find the emergency room - and I had not any issue to the
taxi. I was very tired after being up for over 20 hours, and still flurry over the
guard did not make more out of the situation, so I decide to get a few hours on
the pad before I go to the doctor later that Sunday. Since it had already gone a
long time since the incident, as the bleeding had slowed somewhat, and
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knowing that here had it syes - and that I would get a correct so ugly scar, so I
selected the first to get a few hours sleep. This resulted in a highly so blodete
cushion. At the emergency room of course I had to wait over an hour. I
explained to the doctor that I had been fired on a Latecomers. I will be
explained that there is a risk that I may get an infection, because a shoe is so
very dirty, full of bacteria. The doctor expresses uncertainty in relation to
whether he should sew because of infeksjosnsfaren. I am naturally concerned
about the conditions for the long-term result will be the best possible, discuss
this with your doctor - where we agree to sew, after having cleared the wound
as best as possible. I am committed to do what is best for my own health, and
on the basis of the cut was so big so I had hard to believe that not sew actually
was evaluated as an alternative - which I certainly would bound to have a very
very good, bad and in all a highly visible scar.
The story about Trønderen who also have bad experience with
Direksjonsmusikken music is re-told above.
As a former board member and organizer of the sponsoring weeks during my
bachelor degree program, so I think little about the NHH and sponsor week
adds up to a pressure of drinking Uhørt dimensions for new students especially when students can not feel confident that they can not be subjected
to blind group violence by the school's own premises. This I mention the more
prisippiel cause, and not so much because I was exposed to drink under
pressure reversible Welding Aften. For this time it was us who organized the
party, it was our turn to sjenke the other full. Since I was the driver of each
Treasure hunt-mail, so it took several hours before I took my first beer.

Dirmus apologize again. Thomas explains that KS need to talk about this, get the details, and
return to both parties on Monday. Thomas calls for avoiding confrontation. Harald make sure
there is no bad blood from Dirmus his side.

The music directors started the whole meeting to
complain about, and even after I had told my
version - so they continued to grumble. But it is
clear that there is a limit to the ridiculous, when
they contact me with the purpose to grumble and then to tell a rather poor cover story. Fully
aware of what had actually happened, so I did not
at any sincere repentance in relation to what
happened. Most people who make or participate
in something stupid, understand it immediately
after the action without the need to go several
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days before you actually decide to apologize. There were more people
involved, which all had the opportunity to realize that it is nevertheless wrong
to inflict another person a big cut - and all had all the opportunity to help a
student nytilflyttet with øyblikkelig medical attention. It should not be more
than one phone to the taxi-center, or a free phone call to 113 But the graver
end that the whole situation was, so they were involved more than eager to
cover up what had actually happened - and the last thing they wanted was to
included a few outsiders. They simply could not acknowledge to the actual
events and have a desire to complete their education at NHH. Knowing that
there were no witnesses to the incident, and that they were 5 persons directly
involved in the incident, which could cover up for each other - so they set a
strong, since there would be any claim against the claim. They had gone to the
same school in 3-4 years, with eventually a large network, and not least, they
were friends with the leader of the Core Board. It could not go wrong. The håpt
first and foremost that I am not going to remember what had happened, and
that it would go in the book forget. How should it not go, and Plan B had to be
taken when I contacted the director of the Core Board. Henrik had to even
make contact, hoping that I would say me satisfied with it and let the matter
lie. For it was no secret that they were from Direksjonsmusikken music, with
full name and picture on the Internet. I had taken the pictures - as Henrik had
come forward so that it would be the hope that I could manage to put it all
behind me. It was not just Henrik had the incentive to vary the truth, but also
all the other accomplices - where three of them were particularly involved.
Harald, because it was his idea in principle. Glenn, because he started the
violence. And Henrik, because he did it significantly more serious with their
thoughts - which he refers to as descriptive as irrational. Fully aware that they
had to go the entire course if they first began to lie, as they considered the risk
that less than the advantage to lie. For how could they know at the time that
the case will go all the way to the right? But when they were already caught by
his own choice whether to make a cover story. For they had to first explain G4S
guard what had happened, and then to explain their friends remaining in the
Rum what had happened, and so they had to explain it to all their friends who
will listen that Henrik has had "irrational" above a fellow students. We are
talking about over 100 explanations, and believe me - not so, or had any desire
to tell what actually happened. When the story first deck was a fact, and they
later had to explain themselves above the police - it was no turning back. With
an education from NHH, you're dependent on trust in order to work with
numbers. One can for example do not work with the revision, which you will
approve the accounting - if there is reason to doubt your honesty. There is NOK
scandals within the audit, so a clean slate is a minimum requirement to
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perform the auditor authority. "The auditors authorization" is one of 54
professionals (1998) where the employer may require politiattest, so it has not
been a lack of incentives for that Henrik would like to dress a little on the actual
incident.
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